
STEP ONE
Lay out the three pieces of 60cm Tigertail 
and insert one end of each piece into a 
bead stopper.

STEP TWO
Work on the inside neck edge strand first. 
Working from the left to right, thread onto 
the Tigertail: 50 x light purple seed beads, 1 
x 4mm Swarovski mauve pearl and 1 x light 
purple seed bead. Thread through the top 
hole of a three hole slider.

STEP THREE
Thread on 1 x seed bead, 1 x 4mm mauve 
pearl, 6 x 4mm light amethyst bi-cones, 1 x 
4mm mauve pearl and 6 x 4mm amethyst 
bi-cones. Thread through the top hole of a 
two hole amethyst slider.

STEP FOUR
Thread 3 x 4mm light amethyst bi-cones, 
go through top hole of a two hole  
amethyst slider.

STEP FIVE
Thread through 3 x 4mm light amethyst 
bi-cones, 1 x 4mm burgundy pearl, 1 x 4mm 
light amethyst bi-cone, 1 x 6mm light amethyst 
bi-cone, 1 x 8mm light amethyst bi-cone, 1 x 
6mm amethyst rondelle, 1 x 6mm burgundy 
pearl and 1 x 8mm amethyst bi-cone. This 
marks the mid point of this strand so follow 
the steps above in reverse order leaving out 
the last 8mm bi-cone to complete the strand. 
Place the end into a bead stopper.

STEP SIX
To complete the middle strand follow Steps 2 to 

A classic design with three graded strands of mixed 
pearls and crystals with a hint of the modern by 
adding two hole sliders. 
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MATERIALS
3 x 60cm Tigertail

1 x 5cm extension chain with 
25mm head pin SP

1 x parrot clasp SP

2 x 6mm jump rings SP

2 x crimps SP

2 x Charlotte caps SP

2 x cones SP

6 x 2 hole Swarovski 
amethyst sliders

2 x 3 hole separators SP

BEADS
6 x 6mm Swarovski rondelles 
amethyst

6 x 4mm Swarovski pearls 
burgundy

6 x 6mm Swarovski pearls 
burgundy

18 x 4mm Swarovski pearls 
mauve 

41 x 4mm Swarovski 
bi-cones amethyst

6 x 6mm Swarovski bi-cones 
amethyst 

3 x 8mm Swarovski bi-cones 
amethyst 

74 x 4mm Swarovski 
bi-cones light amethyst 

7 x 6mm Swarovski bi-cones 
light amethyst 

6 x 8mm Swarovski bi-cones 
light amethyst 

3g x DB080 Miyuki seed 
beads

Continued…

Purple GoddessPurple Goddess
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5 above with the following minor variations:
At Step 2 use 53 seed beads.
Use the middle hole of the three hole slider.
Use the bottom hole of the amethyst sliders.
After the first amethyst slider use only 1 x 
bi-cone and the top hole of another amethyst 
slider followed by only 1 x bi-cone before 
entering the original second slider.
Add an extra 6mm amethyst bi-cone on each 
side of the 8mm amethyst bi-cone.
Include these variations on the second side of 
the strand.

STEP SEVEN
To complete the bottom strand follow Steps 2 
to 5 above with the following minor variations:
At Step 2 use 54 seed beads.
Use the bottom hole of the three hole slider.
Add two more 4mm amethyst bi-cones before 
going through the amethyst slider.
Add two extra 6mm amethyst bi-cones on 
each side of the 8mm amethyst bi-cone.

Include these variations on the second side of 
the strand.

STEP EIGHT
Remove the bead stopper from one end, push 
the three strands of Tigertail through the cone 
and Charlotte cap. Add a crimp. Close the 
crimp on all three strands, trim the excess, 
close Charlotte cap over crimps. Gently 
tension to remove any gaps. Repeat on the 
other end and attach the clasp to right side 
Charlotte cap. Attach the extension chain to 
the left side and, using the head pin, add the 
last 6mm light amethyst bi-cone to the end of 
the chain as a dangle.

All components and instructions: $79.90.

Feathers Nest Creations
Shop 2-8 Farrell Street, Yandina Qld
Ph: 07 5472 7409
www.feathersnestcreations.com.au

TOOLS
Chain nose pliers 

Crimping pliers 

Wire cutters

2 x bead stoppers

LENGTH: 50cm


